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1 Motivation

Video depth information is important for robotics, autonomous driving, 3D reconstruction, and be-
yond. Depth information can be acquired by some expensive sensors like LIDAR, stereo cameras.
Generating high-quality depth-from-color can inexpensively complement these sensors.

Depth from defocus approaches are used for single image depth estimation and outperform many
state-of-art methods. However, defocus blur hasn’t been applied to video depth estimation yet. Video
depth estimation considers not only the depth of a single frame but also the Spatio-temporal relation-
ship between adjacent frames, which improves the performance of depth estimation. Therefore, we
want to explore how to combine the defocus blur cues and the consistency of video frames to achieve
a better depth estimation.

2 Related Work

2.1 Depth from defocus method for MDE

Besides pictorial cues, defocus blur is an important depth cue for monocular depth estimation. Us-
ing images with defocus blur in deep learning approaches outperforms the use of all-in-focus images
[CSTP+18]. End-to-End coded aperture was used to improve the defocus blur and encode more in-
formation [WBC+19]. Ikoma et al. proposed a framework for single RGB image depth estimation,
including an occlusion-aware image formation model, a rotationally symmetric phase-coded aperture,
and the corresponding preconditioning approach [INM+21].

2.2 Video depth estimation

Different from depth estimation for a single image, video depth estimation usually take information
between frames into account. Monodepth2 uses minimum reprojection loss to tackle occlusions between
frames and auto-masking loss to ignore stationary pixels [GMFB19]. Packnet has symmetrical packing
and unpacking blocks and it uses the neighbor frames s temporal context to realize self-supervised scale-
aware structure-from-motion [GAP+20]. SC-Depth penalizes the inconsistency of predicted depths of
adjacent with frames geometry consistency loss [BZW+21]. M4Depth maintains the Spatio-temporal
consistency with time recurrence and motion information [FED21]. Robust CVD jointly optimize
camera poses as well as depth deformation in 3D and resolve fine-scale details using a geometry-aware
depth filter [KRH21].

3 Final Goals

The project will focus on setting up a framework including depth from defocus deep networks and
the video consistency models. We will compare the performances of different video depth estimation
models modified by the depth from defocus module with chosen datasets and design different loss
functions to adapt the modified structure.
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4 Milestones and Timeline

Week 7:

• Review previous approaches for depth from focus and video depth estimation.

• Try to understand the source code corresponding to the approaches.

• Submit Project Proposal (2/18/2022).

Week 8:
• Choose suitable datasets for the project.

• Set up video depth map estimation framework for selected methods..

• SImplement the algorithms and train models.
Week 9:

• Continue to implement the algorithms and train models.

• Conduct the ablation study.
Week 10

• Analyze the experiment results and write the report.

• Design the poster.
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